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DATEBOOK
Monday, Feb. 7
Exhibit, "Art TllOI." an exhibit of 60
paintings by six Austrian artists. through Feb.
a. Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts
Center. Gallery hours are 9 am.-4:30 p.m.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays. Free.
Exhibit, "Crayola Dream-Makers,·
featuring art by elementary school students
from a seven-state region, through Feb. 12.
Gallery hours are same as above. Free.
Euro/Latin American Alm Series,
'Matador." (Spanish 1986). 3:30 p.m., Gish
Film Theater. Free.
Film, "Grete Minde," (German 1976). 8
p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Free.

Tuesday, Feb. 8
Administrative Staff Council Executive

Meeting, noon-1 p.m., Gana! Room, Union.
Planetarium Show, ·unworldly Weather:
The Most Spectacular Weather of the Earth &
Planets." 8 p.m .. planetarium. Physical
Sciences Building. $1 donation suggested.

CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
New vacancies

Posting expiration date tor employees to
apply: Noon. Friday, Feb. 11.
2-11-1 Custodial Worker
Pay Grade 2
Physical plant
2-11-2 Custodial Work Supervisor
PayGrade4
Physical plant

Nonprofit Organization
Coalitlon for Tninsc:ullwal Enhancement Meeting, 9 p.m., main lobby. Prout Hall.

Wednesday, Feb.9
Lambda Lunch, gay/lesbian faculty. staff
and graduate students meet for lunch and
conversation. can 372-7565 for location and
time.
Women's Basketball, vs. Ball State. 5:45
p.m., Anderson Arena.
Contemporary Black Film Series,
"Putney Swope." (1969), 7:30 p.m., Gish Fdm
Theater. Subtitles. Free.
Men's Basketball, vs. Ball State, a p.m.,
Anderson Arena
Faculty Composets Forum, 8 p.m .• Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Theatre Produc:tlon, "The Heidi
Chronides." 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre.
TICkets are $3.

Thursday, Feb. 1O
Theatre Production, "The Heidi
Chronicles." 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Tickets are $3.
Racism Reduction Center Meeting, 8
p.m., second floor, Student Services Building.
Film, "North by Northwest" 9 p.m., Gish
Film Theater. Free.

Friday, Feb. 11
·Reflective Teaching Series, Patricia King
will present a workshop entitled "Teaching
Strategies to Promote Reflective Teaching,"
9:30-11 :30 a.m .• Alumni Room, Union.
Board of Trustees Meeting, 2:30 p.m.,
Assembly Room, McFall Center.
Gymnastics, vs. Ball State, 6 p.m., Eppler
North Gym.
Planetarium Show, "Unworldly Weather:
The Most Spectacular Weather ot the Earth &
Planets." 8 p.m .• planetarium. Physical

FACULTY/STAFF POSIDONS
The following faculty positions are available:

..
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AJ>plied Human Ecology: Assistant/associate professor. Also, assistant professor. For both
pos~. con~ Thomas R. Chibucos (2-7823). Deadlines: March 15 or until positions are filled.
Applied Sciences (Firelands College): Instructor/assistant professor of economics and
statistics (temporary. probationary, lull-time, dependent upon qualifications). Contact the Office of
the Dean. Firelands (433-5560. ext. 223). Deadtine: April 4.
Applied _Statistics & ~lions Research: Assistant professor (probationary. full-time).
Contact Wei Shih (2-2363). Deadline: Feb. 11 or unbl filled.
Biologi~ Sciences: Assistant professor (molecular physiologist). Contact Stan Smith (22332). Deadline: Feb. 7.
EDA: Assistant professor ol education. Contact Trevor Philfips (2-7322). Deadline: March 15 or
until position is filled.
·
EDSE: Assistant professor. Contact Rich Wilson (2-7293). Deadline: March 15 or until position
is fiDed.
Geography: Assistant professor. Contact Atvar Carlson (2-2925). Deadline: March 1 or until
position is fiUed.
Geology: (Anticipated) Assistant professor. Contact chair of search committee. geology
department (2-2886). Screening begins Feb. 15. Deadline: March 1.
History: Chair. Contact Fujiya Kawashima (2-2030). Deadline: Feb. 15 or until filled.
Humanities (Ftrelands College): Assistant professor of art. Contact the Office of the Dean,
Firelancls Conege (433-5560, ext. 223). Deadfme: March 15.
Music Education: Director of bands. Contact the Office of the Dean, College of Musical Arts
(2-2181 ). Deadline: Feb. 11 or until filled.
Natural and Social Sciences (Firelands College): Assistant professor of psychology
(probationary). Contact the Office of the Dean, Firelands (433-5560, ext. 223). Deadline: March 1.
Popular Culture: Instructor (temporary, fuD-time). Contact the Department of Popular Culture
(2-2981 ). Deadline: March 1.
Romance Languages: Assistant professor of French. Contact the chair of the French Search
Committee, romance languages (2-2667). Dea<tline: March 1. •
School of HPER: Assistant professor. sport management (probationary, full-time). Contact
Crayton Moss (2-6810). Also, assistant professor, physical education teacher education specialist.
Contact Linda Lander (2-6930). Deadline for both positions: March 15 or until positions are filled.
School of Art: Assistant professor, graphic: design (probationary, fuD-time). Contact Ronald
Jac:omiru (2-2821). Also, assistant professor. ~er an. Contact Ron Coleman (2-2786).
Deadlines for both positions: Feb. 9 or until f!!!ed.
The following administrative position is available:
Biological Sciences: Laboratory aide. Contact personnel services (2-2227). Deadline: Feb. 25.
Chemistry: Supervisor, NMR spedrOSCOpy facility (anticipated). Contact personnel si!rvic:es (28426). Deadline: Feb. 15.
College of Business Administration: Assistant director of undergraduale studies in business.
Deadline: Feb. 18. Also, assistant director of graduate studies in business. Deadline: April 1. For
both positions, contact personnel services (2'8426).

Sciences Building. $1 donalion suggested.
Theatre Producllon, "The Heidi
Chronides." 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Tickets are $3.
Alm, "The General," 8 p.m., Gish Film
Theater. Free.

Saturday, Feb. 12
Planelarium Show, "Unworldly Weather:
The Most Spectacular Weather of the Earth &
Planets," 2 p.m., planetarium, Physical
Sciences Building. $1 donalion suggested.
Faculty Artist Series, tenor Robert D.
Bracey and violist Hong-Mei Xiao will perform.
4 p.m.• Bryan Reci1al Han. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
Theatre Production, "The Heidi
ChronX:les," 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Tickets are $3.

Sunday, Feb. 13

Clvonic:les," 2 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre.
Tickets are $3.
Concert, the Bowling Green PhilharmoRa
wiD give a performance to celebrate its 751h
anniversary with special guests the High Class
Brass, 3 p.m., Kobadler Han, Moore Musical
Arts Center. Cal 372-8171or1-800-589-2224
for ticket information.
Pf1111e11111um Show, "Unworlcly Weather:
The Most Spec:lacular Weather of the Earth &

Permit No.1
Bowling Green, Ohio

Planets," 7:30 p.m., planetarium, Physical

VoL XVII, No. 27

Sciences Building. $1 donation suggested.
Faculty Artist Serles, a recital by tubist
David Saygers. 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Euro/Latin American Alm Serles, "Cesar
e. Rosalie." (French 1972), 3:30 p.m., Gish
Film Theater. Free.
Senior Transitional Education Program,
6 p.m., Arnani. Commons.

The collective bargaining issue went down in defeat Feb. 1O alter a two-day election
where 596 faculty members c:as1 ballots both on the main campus and at Firelands
College.
Polls closed al the University Union al 7:30 p.m. Thursday night and the State
Employment Relations Board (SERB) completed tabulations by 8:30 p.m. Results
showed 329 voting against faculty collective bargaining and 258 voting in favor of it. a 71
vote margin. Dr. Lester Barber, executive assistant to the president, said there was one
void ballot and eight challenged ballots.
Six hundred and ninety-five faculty members were eligible to vote.
Barber said the administration was pleased with the voter turnout. "We felt that if we
got approximately 600 people voling it was going to be a solid decision," he said.
Barber commended both the Bowling Green State University Faculty Association and
the Actvocates for Academic Independence for their efforts in stressing the importance
that all eligible faculty members participate in the election.
"The voter turnout was good and for that we can be thankful," said President
Olscarnp, "because it makes the decision a fully valid one for the whole faculty.
"Now that collective bargaining has been turned down at BGSU, I hope all of us will
tum with renewed vigor to the task of making our collegial form of decision-making as
meaningful, as representative and as effective as possible.·
Dr. Ronald Stoner. president of the BGSU-FA. congratulated the University administration on the results of the election and also congratulated the faculty for exercising their
right to make a democratic: choice.
"The faculty association worked very hard for nearly two years so that the Bowling
Green faculty could make the choice - that was just as important to us as the outcome
of the election itself." he said. 'We are disappointed. but to quote President Olsc:amp,

Applications now available for scholarship
The $1,000 scholarship is to be used to
pay education-related expenses. Payment is
made in two installments during the fall and
spring semesters.
Applications, which include an essay, must
be returned by 4:30 p.m. March 18 to the
Center for Archival Collections on the fifth floor
of Jerome Library. Ail finalists will be interviewed.
Applications for the Scholarship are
available at the following locations: FASE
office, Off-carrtpus Student Center, Honors
Program office, cooperative education office, ·
multicultural ~airs. pre-major advising and the
Center for Archival Collections.

Nominations sought for annual service award
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks seH nominations and faculty/
administrative staff nominations of seniors and
graduate students who have given distinguished service to the University.
To be eligible to receive consideration for a
Distinguished Service Award, a senior or
graduate student must have demonstrated
outstanding service contributions to BGSU
through one or more areas of University
service (coUege and/or department activities,
student government. student activities, Greek
Life, athletics or other activities).
Seniors and graduate students who will
graduate in the 1993-94 academic: year (winter
commencement 1993 and spring and summer
commencements 1994) who would like to be
considered for a Distinguished Service Award
and those faculty/administralive staff .who

Learn more about
temporary seNices
Manpower Temporary Services is now
used by personnel services to fiB temporary
vacancies. Manpowei was the SI iccessful
bidder and its contract runs through Nov. 14.
The service wiB provide qualified personnel for
temporary vacancies and also offer innovative,
cost-saving services to the University in
training and skill enhancement.
To inform departments/areas on utilization
of these services, personnel services is
planning an informalion session in ainjundion
with Manpower from 9 -10:30 a.m. Feb. 23 in
the CoBege Park trainingfconference center. h
will offer a brief overview of the agency's
services, procedures and billings.
Ail staff who are involved in the temporary
staff hiring process and interested in attending
should c:ontad Laura Gazarek. personnel
services, at 372-8421. Questions concerning
temporary hiring should be directed to Patricia
Patton, assistant director of employment/
training. al 372-2228.

would like to submit nominations may obtain
an application form at 305 Student Services
Building or by calling 372-2147. The absolute
deadline for all nominations is 5 p.m. Friday,
March 4.

Inventory management is having a garage
sale of used co~ers, misc:eDaneOus
computer related items, assorted couches,
chairs, dressers. end stands, assorted bulk
canned and boxed food products and miscellaneous household deaning items. The sale wiD
be held from noon - 5 p.rn. Feb. 15 in the old
art annex building, between E. Reed St and
Frazee Ave.
University ef11lloyees may charge but need
to contact 1he inventory management office
prior to the day of sale to obtain an authorlZation to charge form. Cash or checks also wil be
accepted. For more ildonnation, call 372-2121.

Note correction to the
1994 holiday schedule

hoflday) and Monday, Dec. 26, in observation
of Christmas which faDs on Sunday. Dec. 25.
Other holidays that will be observed by the
University in 1994 include May 30 (Monday),
Memorial Day; July 4 (Monday). Independence
Day; Sept 5 (Monday), Laboo- Day; Nov. 11
(Friday) Veterans• Day; Nov. 24 (Thursday),
Thanksgiving Day; and Nov. 25 (Friday),
reassignment of Presidents' Day.
Ha holiday falls on a Sunday. it will be
observed on the following Monday. H a horlday
falls on a Sa!Lwday, i1 will be observed on the
preceding Friday.
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Official
Ballot Box
A faculty member votes during the SERB election held Feb. 9 and 10.
losing an election is 'not the end of the world'." He said the association can still point to
some major accomplishments, especially causing issues to be debated that otherwise
might never have been discussed in public.
~hio's collective bargaining law requires a one-year waiting period before organizing
actJvity can occur for the same group of people.

.•

When the Managing for the Future
Task Force recommended last summer
that Ohio institutions develop faculty
workload policies with one objective
being to mandate a 10 percent increase
in teaching activity, alarmed reactions
could be heard throughout the state.
Concerned faculty members questioned how such an inaease would be
measured, how "teaching activity" would
be defined and what kind of repercussions there would be if an institution
didn't comply.
Although debate of the topic has
subsided somewhat since last summer,
the issue has far from disappeared. The
Ohio Board of Regents Advisory Committee on Faculty Workload Poricy released
a draft report last month recommending
statewide guidelines for universities to
follow to set their own policies. They also
suggested strategies for evaluating the
quafrty of undergraduate teaching.
Dr. Milton Hakel, Eminent Scholar of
Psychology, represents BGSU on the 22member committee. He said the Ohio
Board of Regents plan to adopt a
workload poricy on Friday (Feb. 18) and
he expects it will be very similar to the
one proposed by the committee.
Members of the committee also were
concemed about the state mandate and
Hakel said the group did a lot of •arguing
and debating" when they first started
meeting in Columbus every other week
since October:'We wanted to be able to
satisfy the legislative requirements yet

give loc:al flexibility while allowing
departments' missions to remain." he

said.
The mandates to develop a policy
stem from the Managing for the Future
Task Force's aim to improve the quality of
the undergraduate educational experience through redirecting greater faculty
attention to instructional activities. The
task force's report said national studies
have found that the time faculty devote to
undergraduate teaching, on average, has
declined during the past 10 to 15 years.

While faculty work time has increased,
the inaease has been in activities other
than undergraduate teaching. More time
is being devoted to graduate teaching,
unsponsored research, professional
services and administrative duties.
When word of the mandates first
began to spread, many faculty members
across Ohio questioned how they were
going to be able to devote 10 percent
more of their time to teaching. But Hakel
said that is not really the case. 'What the
legislation is actually requiring is a shift in

Faculty workload legislative mandates
The Ohio Board of Regents' recommendations on faculty workload were given
legal authority in Amended Substitute House Bill 152 (July 1993) which calls for:
- The board to dvelop jointly with the state universities by Jan. 1, 1994,
standards for instructional workloads for full-time and part-time faculty. These
standards are to be in keeping with the universities' missions and must emphasize
the undergraduate learning experience. The standards must contain clear
guidermes for institutions to determine a range of acceptable undergraduate
teaching by faculty.
-On or before June 30, 1994, the Board of Trustees of each univerSity must
take formal action to adopt a faculty workload poficy consistent with the statewide
standards adopted by the Board of Regents.
- The regents are required to work with the universities to ensure that no later
than the fall term 1994, a minimum 10 percent increase in statewide undergraduate teaching activity be achieved to restore the reductions experienced over the
past decade. These recommendations later found voice in legislative mandates to
identify and implement guidelines for faculty workload.
·

- The workload policy adapted by the Board of Trustees prevails over any
COlll!ictillg provisions of any ccledive bargaining agreement.

effort, not so much an increase in effort."
he said. "They are not asking that 10
percent more time be spent in the
classroom, but rather that more emphasis
be put on undergraduate instruction.·
Although committee members all
agreed more attention needed to be paid
to undergraduate teaching, they saw the
need to develop a decentralized plan for
implementing faculty workload policies.
As they stated in their report, "flexibility is
important in order to recognize there
should be ranges in teaching, research
and service expectations for departments, as well as for the faculty witnin
those departments.
"Just as different colleges in the
university have different missions, so are
there differing expectations for the
various departments or other institutional
units within a college. These expectations
should be acknowledged by the college
workload policy which will recognize that
departments within the college have
different. but equally valuable, missions
and that faculty within departments may
make different. but equally valuable.
contributions to those missions."
While the committee is recommending
that each institution be able to develop its
own workload policy. it also notes the role
of academic departments as being the
key to achieving a reemphasis on
undergraduate teaching by faculty. "We
make the department be the focus for

Continued on page 3
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Committee recommends guidelines for faculty workload, teaching shift

'Garage sale' planned

The 1994 holiday schedule printed in last
week's Monita"was inc:orrec:t on which days
would be observed for the Ctllistmas hoflday.
Employees will have off Friday. Dec. 23
(reassignment of CoUmus Day, a floating

FEB. 14, 1994

Faculty say no to collective
bargaining in SERB election

Monday, Feb. 14

Theatre Production, "The Heidi

Applications are now available for students
to apply for the annual Administrative Staff
Scholarship.
The scholarship is given each year to a
part-time or full-time undergraduate student
who has at least two semesters of coursework
remaining before graduation. Other qualifications include that the applicant be in the top 1O
percent of his or her class. that he or she
provide leadership and/or service to BGSU
and the community, and that the person
demonstrate an unmet financial need.
Applicants need not receive financial aid to
qualify but they must be enrolled at the
University during the fall semester of 1994.

BoWLING GREEN STAIB UNIVERSrIY

Trustees honor faculty members' achievements

Hahn, Kiple named Distinguished University Professors
Two faculty members with impressive
accomplishments were honored by the
Board of Trustees
Feb. 11 when
they were named
Distinguished
University
Professors.
Dr. Chan
Hahn, management, and Dr.
Kenneth Kiple,
history, are the
13th and 14th
recipients of the
award. considChan Hahn
ered to be one of
the University's highest honors. Only
faculty who hold the rank of professor
and whose creative professional achievements have won national distinction and
recognition are eligible for selection as a
Distinguished University Professor.
Hahn, who is nationally known for his
work in purchasing and production/
operations management, is one of
Bowling Green's most honored professors. In 1988 he was named the OWenslllinois Professor of Management, which
was the University's first endowed
professorship. It was created from a
$225,000 gift from Owens-Illinois Inc. to
the College of Business Administration.
The National Association of Purchasing Management has recognized Hahn
with a named professorship for his
significant achievements and the
Academy of Management has named an
award in his honor.
In 1990, he was appointed a Distinguished Teaching Professor, one of the
University's top teaching awards. He also
has been named the Outstanding Faculty
Member in the College of Business
Administration and twice won the
Undergraduate Student Government's
Faculty Excellence Award.
Most recently, Hahn was named a
Fellow of the Decision Sciences Institute
at Georgia State University, which hailed
his long record of service to the organiza-

tion as a two-term national vice president,
committee member and feature editor of
its publication,
Decision Line.
Since joining
the faculty in
1970, Hahn has
played a key role
in building
BGSU's highly
regarded
purchasing,
materials
management and
production
management
Kenneth Kiple
programs. He
has published numerous articles about
production and purchasing and has been
an associate editor of the Journal of
Purchasing and Materials Management,
a leading business journal.
Hahn, who was chair of the management department from 1973-86, holds a
bachelo(s degree from Yonsei University
in Seoul, Korea, and his MBA and Ph.D.
from The Ohio State University.
Kiple also joined the University in
1970. In his years on the faculty, he has
amassed an impressive record as a
scholar in a broad range of fields
induding medical history, biological
history, slavery, Africa, Brazil, Spain,
Portugal and the expansion of Europe.
His work has been supported by
grants from diverse and prestigious
foundations such as the National
Endowment for the Humanities, the
Rockefeller Archives, Fulbright-Hayes,
the Guggenheim Foundation, medical
corporations and the Ohio Humanities
Council.
Kiple received the Olscamp Research
Award in 1986 and was named a
Guggenheim Fellow in 1989.
Considered by his peers to be on the
"cutting edge" of knowledge, Kiple has
been a major figure in the study of
biological and medical history. His latest
major work is The Cambridge World
History of Human Disease, published in

1992. which has received national
acdaim and has been called an indispensable reference work. Kiple edited the
1, 168-page volume and contributed the
introductory chapter as well as seven
essays. The book traces the history of
disease, the human understanding of the
concepts of disease and public health,
the demography and geography of
disease, and provides a detailed description of the history and present state of
158 separate diseases from AIDS to
yellow fever.
Kiple is currently working on another
project of similar proportions, The
Cambridge History and Culture of Food
and Nutrition, and also is completing a
monograph, The African Exchange:
Biological Causes and Consequences of
the Atlantic Slave Trade.
He received his bachelor's degree
from the University of South Florida and
two doctorates from the University of
Florida.

Panel to speak on AIDS
The Student Health Service and
College of Health and Human Services
will present a free talk show entitled
"Fighting for Their Lives: Persons Living
Wrth AIDS" at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday (Feb.
15) in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.
The panel will consist of persons
whose lives have been directly affected
by AIDS, caregivers, a medical expert
and an AIDS educator.
The program is being sponsored as
part of "Romance and Responsibility
Month" and its purpose is to help people
understand the difficulties persons living
with AIDS encounter. Organizing the
activities are the Student Health Service
and the Student Wellness Center in
cooperation with the College of Health
and Human Services. For more information about this event or any Romance
and Responsibility Month program, call
372-8302 or 353-0160.

University appoints
Footer as general
counsel on legal affairs
"Nancy S. Footer has been appointed
University general counsel and assistant
to the president for legal affairs, the
presidenrs office has announced. She
begins her duties March 15.
Since by law the attorney general of
Ohio must be the legal representative of
all state universities, Footer will have a
corollary appointment as assistant
attorney general.
Footer has been an associate
university counsel at the University of
Houston system since April 1985. Prior to
that she was in private practice working
primarily in general civil and criminal
litigation. She received her doctor of
jurisprudence from the University of
Houston College of Law.
The newly created position at the
University will serve as the chief legal
adviser to the president, Board of
Trustees and University officers and
administrators. Footer will be responsible
for the direction and supervision of all
legal matters of the University.
"The Ohio attorney general's office is
encouraging all state universities to have
their own general counsels on staff," said
Dr. Lester Barber, executive assistant to
the president
According to Barber, having a general
counsel on staff has proven to be less
expensive than it is to rely entirely on
outside legal counsel. He said The Ohio
State University and the University of
Toledo have recently hired staff counsels
and have noted considerable savings.

ASC hears possible process for choosing a president
Dr. Lester Barber, executive assistant
to the president, explained to Administrative Staff Council at its Feb. 3 meeting
how the University might go about
selecting a new president The Board of
Trustees announced earlier this month
that it has begun the process of choosing
a successor to President Olscamp.
Although he has a contract with the
board through June 1996, Olscamp has
indicated that since the University is now
in financially stable con<frtion, he would
prefer to step down earlier.
"The president has not given any
specifc date, but he has said informally
he'd like to retire at the end of the 199495 year; Barber said.
The trustees have not announced any
specifics about the search process. but
Barber said typically they begin by
determining the type of leadership
quafrties they want in their can<fldates
and determining the steps they Will take.
This part of the process is not open to the
public and could continue through the

.

. . . ..

summer.
A search committee is then usually
named and it could take at least six
months to interview can<fldates and make
a final decision. Barber said he expects
that committee to include faculty,
classified and administrative staff and
student representatives.
A new president could be named by
next Apnl, he said.
Barber also dise1 •ssed a gender equity
resolution that recently was approved in
Faculty Senate concerning female faculty
salaries at the University. Although he
agreed the study supporting the resolution raises important questions. the
administration believes the report needs
further study.
"The key provision (of the resolution)
which we find problematic is where it calls
for aD female faculty salaries to be
raised,· he said. "H applied, this could
resuh in some utterly capricious situations, some of which could be illegal. It
also could resiih in. lawsuits by some
male faculty meinbers.•

council member Wayne Colvin said
gender salary equity also has been a
concern of ASC and he recommended
that if the Board of Trustees look at the
faculty study, it should also consider the
discrepancies among administrative staff.
During meeting business, the council
approved a bylaw amendment that allows
the chair of ASC to appoint a chair for
each council standing committee. Some
committees haVe experienced difficulty in
electing a chair and the amendment
alleviates the members from this respon-

siblTrty.

The council also diSCI ISSed promotion
and advancement opportunities for

administrative staff. The Personnel
WeHare Committee has been studying
ways of making it easier for administrative staff to 8pply and win internal
promotion$ or
aposs

lnovements

.

.i
campus, aild~shared its~ with .
John Moore, eic~ director of, 1 _
personnel ~. al)d Marshall ~.
director of affirmative action. , ·

A celebration of humankind and the
link between African history and modem
America are the umbrella themes for four
free programs being planned as part of
the University's celebration of Black
History Month.
A Women of Color Symposium will be
held from 10 am.-noon Friday (Feb. 18)
in the Amani, Commons. Lillian AshcraftEason, history, will moderate a cftSCUSsion of "The African Connection Between
Asian, Native American and African
American Women.· The panerists are
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto, ethnic studies;
Milagros Pena. sociology; Linda
Pertusati, ethnic studies; and Opportune
Zongo, romance languages.
That eveoing, at 8 p.m., a workshop of
traditional African music and dance will
be held in the music department at the
University of Toledo.
Information learned in the workshop
will be displayed in all its spender on
Saturday (Feb. 19) when an Odun Omo
Eniyan Festival will be held beginning at
p.m. in Kcbacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
On Sunday (Feb. 20), an African
Liberation Day Ceremony featuring the
music of both Africa and America wiD be
held beginning at 10:15 am. at the
Warren .Africa"1 Methodist Episcopal
Church in Toledo (7,49 Norwood).
AD of the activities are being cosponsorei:[by' the Office of Multicuttuial .
Activities and.Programs, the University of
Toledo and ttie Warren AME Church of . .

a

Toledo. , . . '

. .
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Events are planned to
celebrate Black history

Ink Shows Through

Love is in the air: Prout Chapel popular spot to say 'I do'
In search of love on campus this Valentine's day? There is probably no better
symbol of romance at BGSU than Prou1 Chapel, where hundreds of weddings have
taken place since the first couple walked down the aisle there on Nov. 5, 1950.
When that couple, Norma June Heckman and George Watton, first said ·1 do" in
the s.'llClll, white ciapboafd chapel tucked in between Williams and Shatzel halls, they
scarcely could have foreseen the precedent they were setting.
Unfortunately, there have been no records kept on the exact numbers of weddings
in the chapel, but Doris Rahe, who has been coordinating ~ assignments on
campus for the past 10 years, said she books 10 to 12 weddings a year. However, in
past decades, the numbers have been much higher. In 1971, Richard Bryson, who
was handling the booking then, reported about 50 weddings a year in the chapel,
sometimes as many as six a day. The most popular times have always been at the
end of the University's academic semesters and on weekends.
In 1948, five women students approached Dr. Frank Prou1, president of the
University from 1939 to 1951, with a request to have a chapel on campus. Prout
found funding and shepherded the project through completion. When it was formally
dedicated Jan. 21, 1951, the Board of Trustees named the chapel after him. The
builcfmg is of the Western Reserve style of architecture, and is an authentic replica of
the Firelands churches buih by Congregationalist setUers who came to Ohio from
Connecticut after the Revolutionary War. Set amid tall oak trees and flowering shrubs
in the campus interior, it has a quaint and rustic appearance that has made it appealing as a wedding site.
Today the chapel's pegged-oak floors are covered with carpeting in the warm
colors of a pattern copied from the hooked rugs of the Revolutionary War era and
visitors sit in narrow walnut pews. The small, 200-seat sanctuary has retained its
warmth and intimacy, which is one reason many of the couples married there chose
Prout for their weddings. One of the attractions of the non-denominational chapel is
the flexibility it offers couples to choose their own minister and style of ceremony.
Prout has been the scene of many weddings of faculty and stall currently at the
University. Ann Betts, manager of Founders Keepers dining hall, married her husband, Dennis, in Prout Chapel in January 1988, three weeks after she graduated. She
remembers the temperature that day was "below zero." Bob Bortel, director of student
publications, married Ann Arvidson, a former University employee, in Prout in 1983.
Bortel, who is also an alumnus of the University, said, "After spending 20 years or so
of my life on campus, Prout seemed like the natural place to get married. It was very
nice, and I would say getting married in Prout Chapel was a good experience."
The wedding of Dr. Waldemar Weber, mathematics and statistics, and Dauther
Jacqueline Richey in 1969 was the last wedding of members of the Gamma Delta
Lutheran student organization in Prout as the Lutheran chapel, being built on the
other side of campus, was almost complete. Weber recalled that the minister, Rev.
P-aUI Tuchardt, was very strict and didn't allow any picture-taking in the chapel. So the
photographer resourcefully placed his camera on the floor just outside the entrance
and snapped a shot, the only one the Webers have of the actual wedding.
When Dr. Martha Rogers, telecommunications, married Stuart Bertsch in Prout in
May 1988, she said she had begun to fear he had changed his mind when the
opening music began and he still hadn't appeared at the altar. MeanwhHe, Stuart was
waiting outside for his musical cue to enter. When he heard it, however, he found to
his dismay he couldn't get the door open. He and his groomsmen finally had to push
their way in, much to everyone's amusement and relief.
Teri Sharp, director of news services in public relations, was already working at the
University when she married Robert Prueger, an alumnus. She recalled that, despite
the peacefulness of Prout Chapel's quiet and simple interior, on her wedding day,
Nov. 16, 1974, she "was a bundle of nerves."
Not only faculty and staff but also their children have found Prout Chapel to be the
perfect place for a wedding. "It's a small, very special place; said Michael Smith,
husband of Brooke Bashore-Smi:tt, now of Pittsburgh. Brooke's father is Dr. Robert
Bashore, professor emeritus of Engflsh and former director of the Honors Program.
Brooke and Michael were married in Prout Chapel on Aug. 15, 1982, by Rev. Ross
Miller. "The theme of our wedding was celebration; said Bashore-Smith, adcfmg that
after the ceremony, she and her new husband led a festive parade of family and
friends to the University Union for the reception. She said that afterwards, many
people told her it was one of the nicest weckfmgs they had ever attended because
1hey 1rUly felt a part of the cerEimony, which Bashore-Smith attributes to the intimate
scale of the chapel.
Brooke is not the only Bashore to be manied there. Her sister Dana was married
as wel as chi islet.ad there,· and recently brought her son, Jeffrey, ID be baptized in

Prout When Dana and.~ huSband. Douglas~·~ wed in~· 1977,
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Prout Chapel's architecture and shaded campus setting make it a quaint. picturesque spot for a wedding. Above, a crowd of well-wishers releases balloons following
the marriage of Kimberly (l.Dng) and Douglas Ringler on June 26, 1992. Kimberly is
the daughter of Geneva Long, a staff member in instructjonal media services.
the ceremony was performed by Dr. Harold Fisher, professor emeritus of journalism,
who is also a licensed minister.
Other "faculty kids" married in Prout indude Arny Rybak, daugh1er of Dr. Lester
and Susan Barber (executive assistant to the president and HPER. respectively);
Barbara Hall, daughter of Fran and former tennis coach and professor emertius of
health and physical education Dr. Robert Keefe; and Rosha McCoy, daughter of Dr.
Ernest Champion, ethnic studies, and Peace Champion, who retired last year as
director of Project Search.
Other University employees have family members who have said ·1 do" in Prout,
induding Douglas Ringler and Kimberly (Long) Ringler, whose mother, Geneva
Long, instructional media services, has worked at the University for 27 years.
Kimberly is a familiar face to many University employees as she was also the
representative of the Glass City Credit Union when it was located in the basement
of Shatzel Hall. Mike Otley, son of Gerri Otley, personnel services, wed Leanne
Mazey in Prout in September 1991. An Karen Gerkens, EDAS, is the proud grandmother of a granddaughter born in December to her son Brad and his wife, Kammie,
who were married in the chapel on St Patrick's Day 1990. Vicki (Cookson) Snyder.
an alumna whose mother, Kathleen Cookson, was food service manager of the
University Union for many years, said she chose Prout Chapel for her wedding to
Bruce Snyder in August 1980 because it "is channing and so pretty.•
Other faculty and staff who have been married in Prout Chapel can contact the
Office of Public Relations at 372-2616 for their names to be induded in a listing in
the alumni magazine, AT BG.
The enduring popularity of Prout Chapel over the years as a place to be married
proves that romai IC8 is stil flourishing and Cupid finds many willing target; in the
University~-:- Bonnie 8lan1dnshfJ
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COMMITIEE
From the front
setting the workload poflcies and determining workload assignments; Hakel said.

The committee feh that focusing on the
department as the unit accountable for
detennining and meeting t~ing
responsibilities will allow the flexibility to
make differential assign
· meiitS
. . ainonQ
'
faaJlty, while retaining equitable
workloads. While aD faculty 'will be
expected to be assigned a fuD workload,

the department chair will be able to make
teaching assignments that best serve the
strengths and needs of indiyid~ faculty
and the department This me~ that
within departments there may be
significant aifterences in tt1e assignment
of responsibilitie which Should reflect
individual faculty strength$, Interests and
ablTdieS to
to the overall • .
mission of the department: · i
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H the regents approve the formal
guidelines this week, it will then be up to
the University to draft a poficy that will
eventually be presented to the Board of
Trustees for approval. AlthOugh the
mandates are SI ipposed to be in place at
each institution by the faD term 1994,
Hakel said it is unlikely anything will be
implemented until 1995. -our fall schedule is already made up but despite a

......

delay (in implementation), I think we are
going in the right direction; he said.
The second part of the committee's
charge is to determine what can be done
to improve the climate for teaching.
Questions they will wrestle with include
how things can change so there can be
more excellence in teaching and what
can be done to make faculty want to
teach more courses.
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Trustees honor faculty members' achievements

Hahn, Kiple named Distinguished University Professors
Two faculty members with impressive
accomplishments were honored by the
Board of Trustees
Feb. 11 when
they were named
Distinguished
University
Professors.
Dr. Chan
Hahn, management, and Dr.
Kenneth Kiple,
history, are the
13th and 14th
recipients of the
award. considChan Hahn
ered to be one of
the University's highest honors. Only
faculty who hold the rank of professor
and whose creative professional achievements have won national distinction and
recognition are eligible for selection as a
Distinguished University Professor.
Hahn, who is nationally known for his
work in purchasing and production/
operations management, is one of
Bowling Green's most honored professors. In 1988 he was named the OWenslllinois Professor of Management, which
was the University's first endowed
professorship. It was created from a
$225,000 gift from Owens-Illinois Inc. to
the College of Business Administration.
The National Association of Purchasing Management has recognized Hahn
with a named professorship for his
significant achievements and the
Academy of Management has named an
award in his honor.
In 1990, he was appointed a Distinguished Teaching Professor, one of the
University's top teaching awards. He also
has been named the Outstanding Faculty
Member in the College of Business
Administration and twice won the
Undergraduate Student Government's
Faculty Excellence Award.
Most recently, Hahn was named a
Fellow of the Decision Sciences Institute
at Georgia State University, which hailed
his long record of service to the organiza-

tion as a two-term national vice president,
committee member and feature editor of
its publication,
Decision Line.
Since joining
the faculty in
1970, Hahn has
played a key role
in building
BGSU's highly
regarded
purchasing,
materials
management and
production
management
Kenneth Kiple
programs. He
has published numerous articles about
production and purchasing and has been
an associate editor of the Journal of
Purchasing and Materials Management,
a leading business journal.
Hahn, who was chair of the management department from 1973-86, holds a
bachelo(s degree from Yonsei University
in Seoul, Korea, and his MBA and Ph.D.
from The Ohio State University.
Kiple also joined the University in
1970. In his years on the faculty, he has
amassed an impressive record as a
scholar in a broad range of fields
induding medical history, biological
history, slavery, Africa, Brazil, Spain,
Portugal and the expansion of Europe.
His work has been supported by
grants from diverse and prestigious
foundations such as the National
Endowment for the Humanities, the
Rockefeller Archives, Fulbright-Hayes,
the Guggenheim Foundation, medical
corporations and the Ohio Humanities
Council.
Kiple received the Olscamp Research
Award in 1986 and was named a
Guggenheim Fellow in 1989.
Considered by his peers to be on the
"cutting edge" of knowledge, Kiple has
been a major figure in the study of
biological and medical history. His latest
major work is The Cambridge World
History of Human Disease, published in

1992. which has received national
acdaim and has been called an indispensable reference work. Kiple edited the
1, 168-page volume and contributed the
introductory chapter as well as seven
essays. The book traces the history of
disease, the human understanding of the
concepts of disease and public health,
the demography and geography of
disease, and provides a detailed description of the history and present state of
158 separate diseases from AIDS to
yellow fever.
Kiple is currently working on another
project of similar proportions, The
Cambridge History and Culture of Food
and Nutrition, and also is completing a
monograph, The African Exchange:
Biological Causes and Consequences of
the Atlantic Slave Trade.
He received his bachelor's degree
from the University of South Florida and
two doctorates from the University of
Florida.

Panel to speak on AIDS
The Student Health Service and
College of Health and Human Services
will present a free talk show entitled
"Fighting for Their Lives: Persons Living
Wrth AIDS" at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday (Feb.
15) in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.
The panel will consist of persons
whose lives have been directly affected
by AIDS, caregivers, a medical expert
and an AIDS educator.
The program is being sponsored as
part of "Romance and Responsibility
Month" and its purpose is to help people
understand the difficulties persons living
with AIDS encounter. Organizing the
activities are the Student Health Service
and the Student Wellness Center in
cooperation with the College of Health
and Human Services. For more information about this event or any Romance
and Responsibility Month program, call
372-8302 or 353-0160.

University appoints
Footer as general
counsel on legal affairs
"Nancy S. Footer has been appointed
University general counsel and assistant
to the president for legal affairs, the
presidenrs office has announced. She
begins her duties March 15.
Since by law the attorney general of
Ohio must be the legal representative of
all state universities, Footer will have a
corollary appointment as assistant
attorney general.
Footer has been an associate
university counsel at the University of
Houston system since April 1985. Prior to
that she was in private practice working
primarily in general civil and criminal
litigation. She received her doctor of
jurisprudence from the University of
Houston College of Law.
The newly created position at the
University will serve as the chief legal
adviser to the president, Board of
Trustees and University officers and
administrators. Footer will be responsible
for the direction and supervision of all
legal matters of the University.
"The Ohio attorney general's office is
encouraging all state universities to have
their own general counsels on staff," said
Dr. Lester Barber, executive assistant to
the president
According to Barber, having a general
counsel on staff has proven to be less
expensive than it is to rely entirely on
outside legal counsel. He said The Ohio
State University and the University of
Toledo have recently hired staff counsels
and have noted considerable savings.

ASC hears possible process for choosing a president
Dr. Lester Barber, executive assistant
to the president, explained to Administrative Staff Council at its Feb. 3 meeting
how the University might go about
selecting a new president The Board of
Trustees announced earlier this month
that it has begun the process of choosing
a successor to President Olscamp.
Although he has a contract with the
board through June 1996, Olscamp has
indicated that since the University is now
in financially stable con<frtion, he would
prefer to step down earlier.
"The president has not given any
specifc date, but he has said informally
he'd like to retire at the end of the 199495 year; Barber said.
The trustees have not announced any
specifics about the search process. but
Barber said typically they begin by
determining the type of leadership
quafrties they want in their can<fldates
and determining the steps they Will take.
This part of the process is not open to the
public and could continue through the

.
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summer.
A search committee is then usually
named and it could take at least six
months to interview can<fldates and make
a final decision. Barber said he expects
that committee to include faculty,
classified and administrative staff and
student representatives.
A new president could be named by
next Apnl, he said.
Barber also dise1 •ssed a gender equity
resolution that recently was approved in
Faculty Senate concerning female faculty
salaries at the University. Although he
agreed the study supporting the resolution raises important questions. the
administration believes the report needs
further study.
"The key provision (of the resolution)
which we find problematic is where it calls
for aD female faculty salaries to be
raised,· he said. "H applied, this could
resuh in some utterly capricious situations, some of which could be illegal. It
also could resiih in. lawsuits by some
male faculty meinbers.•

council member Wayne Colvin said
gender salary equity also has been a
concern of ASC and he recommended
that if the Board of Trustees look at the
faculty study, it should also consider the
discrepancies among administrative staff.
During meeting business, the council
approved a bylaw amendment that allows
the chair of ASC to appoint a chair for
each council standing committee. Some
committees haVe experienced difficulty in
electing a chair and the amendment
alleviates the members from this respon-

siblTrty.

The council also diSCI ISSed promotion
and advancement opportunities for

administrative staff. The Personnel
WeHare Committee has been studying
ways of making it easier for administrative staff to 8pply and win internal
promotion$ or
aposs

lnovements

.
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A celebration of humankind and the
link between African history and modem
America are the umbrella themes for four
free programs being planned as part of
the University's celebration of Black
History Month.
A Women of Color Symposium will be
held from 10 am.-noon Friday (Feb. 18)
in the Amani, Commons. Lillian AshcraftEason, history, will moderate a cftSCUSsion of "The African Connection Between
Asian, Native American and African
American Women.· The panerists are
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto, ethnic studies;
Milagros Pena. sociology; Linda
Pertusati, ethnic studies; and Opportune
Zongo, romance languages.
That eveoing, at 8 p.m., a workshop of
traditional African music and dance will
be held in the music department at the
University of Toledo.
Information learned in the workshop
will be displayed in all its spender on
Saturday (Feb. 19) when an Odun Omo
Eniyan Festival will be held beginning at
p.m. in Kcbacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
On Sunday (Feb. 20), an African
Liberation Day Ceremony featuring the
music of both Africa and America wiD be
held beginning at 10:15 am. at the
Warren .Africa"1 Methodist Episcopal
Church in Toledo (7,49 Norwood).
AD of the activities are being cosponsorei:[by' the Office of Multicuttuial .
Activities and.Programs, the University of
Toledo and ttie Warren AME Church of . .

a

Toledo. , . . '
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Events are planned to
celebrate Black history

Ink Shows Through

Love is in the air: Prout Chapel popular spot to say 'I do'
In search of love on campus this Valentine's day? There is probably no better
symbol of romance at BGSU than Prou1 Chapel, where hundreds of weddings have
taken place since the first couple walked down the aisle there on Nov. 5, 1950.
When that couple, Norma June Heckman and George Watton, first said ·1 do" in
the s.'llClll, white ciapboafd chapel tucked in between Williams and Shatzel halls, they
scarcely could have foreseen the precedent they were setting.
Unfortunately, there have been no records kept on the exact numbers of weddings
in the chapel, but Doris Rahe, who has been coordinating ~ assignments on
campus for the past 10 years, said she books 10 to 12 weddings a year. However, in
past decades, the numbers have been much higher. In 1971, Richard Bryson, who
was handling the booking then, reported about 50 weddings a year in the chapel,
sometimes as many as six a day. The most popular times have always been at the
end of the University's academic semesters and on weekends.
In 1948, five women students approached Dr. Frank Prou1, president of the
University from 1939 to 1951, with a request to have a chapel on campus. Prout
found funding and shepherded the project through completion. When it was formally
dedicated Jan. 21, 1951, the Board of Trustees named the chapel after him. The
builcfmg is of the Western Reserve style of architecture, and is an authentic replica of
the Firelands churches buih by Congregationalist setUers who came to Ohio from
Connecticut after the Revolutionary War. Set amid tall oak trees and flowering shrubs
in the campus interior, it has a quaint and rustic appearance that has made it appealing as a wedding site.
Today the chapel's pegged-oak floors are covered with carpeting in the warm
colors of a pattern copied from the hooked rugs of the Revolutionary War era and
visitors sit in narrow walnut pews. The small, 200-seat sanctuary has retained its
warmth and intimacy, which is one reason many of the couples married there chose
Prout for their weddings. One of the attractions of the non-denominational chapel is
the flexibility it offers couples to choose their own minister and style of ceremony.
Prout has been the scene of many weddings of faculty and stall currently at the
University. Ann Betts, manager of Founders Keepers dining hall, married her husband, Dennis, in Prout Chapel in January 1988, three weeks after she graduated. She
remembers the temperature that day was "below zero." Bob Bortel, director of student
publications, married Ann Arvidson, a former University employee, in Prout in 1983.
Bortel, who is also an alumnus of the University, said, "After spending 20 years or so
of my life on campus, Prout seemed like the natural place to get married. It was very
nice, and I would say getting married in Prout Chapel was a good experience."
The wedding of Dr. Waldemar Weber, mathematics and statistics, and Dauther
Jacqueline Richey in 1969 was the last wedding of members of the Gamma Delta
Lutheran student organization in Prout as the Lutheran chapel, being built on the
other side of campus, was almost complete. Weber recalled that the minister, Rev.
P-aUI Tuchardt, was very strict and didn't allow any picture-taking in the chapel. So the
photographer resourcefully placed his camera on the floor just outside the entrance
and snapped a shot, the only one the Webers have of the actual wedding.
When Dr. Martha Rogers, telecommunications, married Stuart Bertsch in Prout in
May 1988, she said she had begun to fear he had changed his mind when the
opening music began and he still hadn't appeared at the altar. MeanwhHe, Stuart was
waiting outside for his musical cue to enter. When he heard it, however, he found to
his dismay he couldn't get the door open. He and his groomsmen finally had to push
their way in, much to everyone's amusement and relief.
Teri Sharp, director of news services in public relations, was already working at the
University when she married Robert Prueger, an alumnus. She recalled that, despite
the peacefulness of Prout Chapel's quiet and simple interior, on her wedding day,
Nov. 16, 1974, she "was a bundle of nerves."
Not only faculty and staff but also their children have found Prout Chapel to be the
perfect place for a wedding. "It's a small, very special place; said Michael Smith,
husband of Brooke Bashore-Smi:tt, now of Pittsburgh. Brooke's father is Dr. Robert
Bashore, professor emeritus of Engflsh and former director of the Honors Program.
Brooke and Michael were married in Prout Chapel on Aug. 15, 1982, by Rev. Ross
Miller. "The theme of our wedding was celebration; said Bashore-Smith, adcfmg that
after the ceremony, she and her new husband led a festive parade of family and
friends to the University Union for the reception. She said that afterwards, many
people told her it was one of the nicest weckfmgs they had ever attended because
1hey 1rUly felt a part of the cerEimony, which Bashore-Smith attributes to the intimate
scale of the chapel.
Brooke is not the only Bashore to be manied there. Her sister Dana was married
as wel as chi islet.ad there,· and recently brought her son, Jeffrey, ID be baptized in
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Prout Chapel's architecture and shaded campus setting make it a quaint. picturesque spot for a wedding. Above, a crowd of well-wishers releases balloons following
the marriage of Kimberly (l.Dng) and Douglas Ringler on June 26, 1992. Kimberly is
the daughter of Geneva Long, a staff member in instructjonal media services.
the ceremony was performed by Dr. Harold Fisher, professor emeritus of journalism,
who is also a licensed minister.
Other "faculty kids" married in Prout indude Arny Rybak, daugh1er of Dr. Lester
and Susan Barber (executive assistant to the president and HPER. respectively);
Barbara Hall, daughter of Fran and former tennis coach and professor emertius of
health and physical education Dr. Robert Keefe; and Rosha McCoy, daughter of Dr.
Ernest Champion, ethnic studies, and Peace Champion, who retired last year as
director of Project Search.
Other University employees have family members who have said ·1 do" in Prout,
induding Douglas Ringler and Kimberly (Long) Ringler, whose mother, Geneva
Long, instructional media services, has worked at the University for 27 years.
Kimberly is a familiar face to many University employees as she was also the
representative of the Glass City Credit Union when it was located in the basement
of Shatzel Hall. Mike Otley, son of Gerri Otley, personnel services, wed Leanne
Mazey in Prout in September 1991. An Karen Gerkens, EDAS, is the proud grandmother of a granddaughter born in December to her son Brad and his wife, Kammie,
who were married in the chapel on St Patrick's Day 1990. Vicki (Cookson) Snyder.
an alumna whose mother, Kathleen Cookson, was food service manager of the
University Union for many years, said she chose Prout Chapel for her wedding to
Bruce Snyder in August 1980 because it "is channing and so pretty.•
Other faculty and staff who have been married in Prout Chapel can contact the
Office of Public Relations at 372-2616 for their names to be induded in a listing in
the alumni magazine, AT BG.
The enduring popularity of Prout Chapel over the years as a place to be married
proves that romai IC8 is stil flourishing and Cupid finds many willing target; in the
University~-:- Bonnie 8lan1dnshfJ
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setting the workload poflcies and determining workload assignments; Hakel said.

The committee feh that focusing on the
department as the unit accountable for
detennining and meeting t~ing
responsibilities will allow the flexibility to
make differential assign
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expected to be assigned a fuD workload,

the department chair will be able to make
teaching assignments that best serve the
strengths and needs of indiyid~ faculty
and the department This me~ that
within departments there may be
significant aifterences in tt1e assignment
of responsibilitie which Should reflect
individual faculty strength$, Interests and
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H the regents approve the formal
guidelines this week, it will then be up to
the University to draft a poficy that will
eventually be presented to the Board of
Trustees for approval. AlthOugh the
mandates are SI ipposed to be in place at
each institution by the faD term 1994,
Hakel said it is unlikely anything will be
implemented until 1995. -our fall schedule is already made up but despite a
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delay (in implementation), I think we are
going in the right direction; he said.
The second part of the committee's
charge is to determine what can be done
to improve the climate for teaching.
Questions they will wrestle with include
how things can change so there can be
more excellence in teaching and what
can be done to make faculty want to
teach more courses.
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H.B. 151 affects retirees returning to work
Effective Feb. 9. PERS retirees who
return to work, either full-time or parttime, as public employees during the first
six months of retirement will forfeit their
monthly retirement and health insurance
for this period. Income and health
insurance will not start until the month
following the end of employment or the
start of the seventh month, whichever
comes first. The purpose of this action,
mandated in Ohio House Bill 151 , is to
prevent or deter public employees from
returning to their former position immediately following retirement.
In addition to the above. PERS
retirees returning to full-time work must
be provided employer health insurance
for the duration of the re-employment
period. The employer health insurance
becOmes primary and the PERS-provided
health insurance becomes secondary.
For Bowling Green State University, this
means that any PERS retiree who is
working full-time on March 1, 1994, must
be provided University health insurance
as the primary carrier.
PERS retirees who work as a full-time
or part-time public employee after
retirement are required to contribute at

CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
New vacancies
Posting expiration date lor employees to
apply: Noon. Friday, Feb. 18.
2-18-1

Clerk2
Pay Grade3
Public safety
Part-lime

2-18-2 Test Monitor
Pay Grade26
Counseling Center

applicable rates. The employee and
employer contributions go toward a
money purchase annuity that accrues
interest. At the time that the PERS retiree
ceases re-employment or reaches age
65, whichever comes later, the contributions and interest may be refunded in a
lump sum or as an additional annuity
benefit based on life expectancy. The
value of the annuity is the sum of the
employee contributions received during
the duration of re-employment plus
allowable interest and then multiplied by
two.
Full-time or part-time PERS retirees
may also opt to return to public employment and have their retirement checks
suspended during the re-employment
period and make contributions toward a
supplemental retirement benefit. This
benefit consists of applying the existing
retirement formula to the re-employment
period (2.5 percent X final average salary
X years of service) and providing a
separate supplemental monthly retirement check to the retiree.
PERS retirees receiving employer
health insurance must have all claims
processed by the primary carrier first.
After the primary carrier has processed
and paid applicable amounts toward the
claims, they are then forwarded to the
PERS insurance carrier for processing
and payment of their obligation.
Administrative and classified staff who
wish to work in public employment after
retirement are encouraged to contact
personnel services to ensure that they
understand the impact of this legislation
on post-retirement employment and that it
does not impact on retirement income
and health insurances.
Retirees who are hired through
Manpower Temporary Services to work
on campus are not considered public
employees and the employment is not
affected by the above.

FACULTY/STAFF POSITIONS

DATEBOOK
Monday, Feb. 14

Eppler North Gym.
Hockey, vs. Miami, 7 p.m., ice arena

Gmst L.ec:ture, "Status of Women in
Urban and Rural India• by Or. Nirupama
Prakash of Banaras Hindu University (lncia), 3

Sunday, Feb. 20

p.m., Faculty Lounge. Union.

EurolLalln American Rim Serles, "Cesar
e. Rosalie; (French 1972). 3:30 p.m., Gish
Film Theater. Free.
Senior Transitional EdUcatlon Program,
6 p.m., Amani, Commons.

Tuesday, Feb. 15
Classlfled Staff Councll lleetlng, 9 a.m.noon. Taft Room. Union.
Guest Lecture, "Scientific and Technological Developments and international exchange
opportunities· by Ravi Prakash of the Embassy
of India. 10 a.m., Farulty Lounge. Union.
Concert. by Yentl da Camera. 7:30 p.m .•
Manor House. Wildwood Metropark. Toledo.
Free.
Talk Show, "Fighting For Their lives:
Persons Living Wrth AIDS; 7:30 p.m .. Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, Union. Call 372-8302 or 3530160 for more information.
Mostly MIDI Series Event. featuring
composer-performer Stephen Rush and the
University of Michigan Digital Musical
Ensemble, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. A canned good or freewill offering to the Bowling Green Food Pantry
is the suggested fee for admission.
Planetarium Show, ·unworldly Weather:
The Most Spectacular Weather of tile Earth &
Planets: 8 p.m., planetarium. Physical
Sciences Building. $1 donation suggested.
Coalition for TranscultUral Enhancement Meeting, 9 p.m., main lobby. Prout Han.

\Alednesda~

Feb. 16

Issues in CultUral Diversity 1993-94, a
panel discussion entitled "The Scientist's
Image in Popular Culture: Does It Affect The
Entry of Women and Minorities?" 10 am.noon, conference room, Jerome Library.
Parking AppealS Committee Meeting,
3:30 p.m., parking services, Commons.
Women's Basketball, vs. Western
Michigan, 5:45 p.m., Anderson Arena
Men's Basketball, vs. Western Michigan.
8 p.m.• Anderson Arena
Concert, by violinist Vasile Beluska, 8
p.m., Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

The following faculty positions are available:
Applied Human Ecology: AssistanVassociate professor. Also. assistant professor. For both
positions. contact Thomas R. Chibucos (2-7823). Deadlines: Mardl 15 or until positions are filled.
Applied Sciences (Arelands College}: Instructor/assistant professor of economics and
statistics (temporary, probationary, full-time. dependent upon qualifications). Contact the Office ol
the Dean. Firelands (433-5560. ext. 223). Deadline: April 4.
EDA: Assistant professor of education. Contact Trevor Phillips (2-7322). Deadline: March 15 or
until position is filled.
EDSE: Assistant prolessor. Contact Rich Wilson (2-7293). Deadline: March 15 or until position
is filled.
Geography: Assistant professor. Contact Alvar Carlson (2-2925). Deadline: March 1 or until
position is filled.
Geology: (Anticipated) Assistant professor. Contact chair of seardl committee, geology
department (2-2886). Screening begins Feb. 15. Deadline: March 1.
Humanities (Firelands College): Assistant professor of art. Contact the Office of the Dean.
Firelands College (433-5560. ext. 223). Deadline: March 15.
Natural and Social Sciences (Firelands College): Assistant professor of psychology
(probationary). Contact the Office ol the Dean. Firelands (433-5560. ext. 223). Deadline: March 1.
Popular CultUre: Instructor (temporary. full-time). Contact the Department of Popular Culture
(2-2981 ). Deadline: Marcil 1.
Residential Services: Residence hall manager {two positions. prolessional managerial. fulltime). Also. residence hall director (three positions, prolessional managerial. full-time). Also.
complex coordinator (professional managerial. full-lime). For all positions. contact Rich Hughes (22011 ). Deadlines: March 7 or until filled.
Romance Languages: Assistant professor of French. Contact the chair al the French Search
Committee. romance languages (2·2667). Deadline: March 1.
School of HPER: Assistant professor. sport management (probationary, full-time). Contact
Crayton Moss (2-6810). Also, assistant professor, physical education teacher education specialist.
Contact Linda Lander (2-6930). Deadfine for both positions: Mardl 15 or until positions are filled.
The lollowing administrative position is available:

Biological Sciences: Laboratory aide. Contact personnel services (2-2227). Deadline: Feb. 25.
College of Business Administration: Assistant director of undergraduate studies in businessDeadline: Feb. 18. Also, assistant director of graduate studies in business. Deadline: April 1. For
both positions. contact personnel services (2-8426).
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Thursday, Feb. 17
Auditions, for "'The Sleeping Beauty.· 4-6
p.m .• McBride Auditorium. Firelands College.
Call 433-5560 or 1-800-322-4787 for more
information.
Reflective Teaching Series, -Characteristics of Teaching Excellence- by William Ayers
of University of Illinois, 7 p_m., Ohio Suite,
Union. CaD 372-7405 for more information.

Racism Reduction Center, 8 p.rn..
second floor. Student Services Building.
Alm, "The Trouble with Harry." 9 p.m.,
Gish Film Tueater. Free.

Friday, Feb. 18
Auditions, for "The Sleeping Beauty; 4-6
p.m., McBride Auditorium, Firelands College.
Call 433-5560 or 1-800-322-4787 for more
information.
Hockey, vs. Notre Dame. 7 p.m., ice
arena
Planetarium Show, "Unworldly Weather:
The Most SpeclaaJlar Weather of the Earth &
Planets," 8 p.m .• planetarium, Physical
Sciences Building. $1 donation suggested.

Saturday, Feb. 19
Auditions, for "The Sleeping Beauty," 9
am.-noon. McBride Auditorium, Firelands
College. CaD 433-5560 or 1-800-322-4787 for

more information.
Gymnastics., vs. Central Michigan. 2 p.m_,
•
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Concert, the BGSU Symphonic Band. 3
p.m., Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts

Center. Free.
Planetarium Show, -Unworldly Weather.
The Most Spectacular Weather of the Earth &
Planets; 7:30 p.m.• planetarium, Physical
ScienCeS Building. $1 donation suggested.
BGSU Faculty Artist Serles, the
Kantorski-Pope Piano Duo will perform, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Monday, Feb. 21
Euro/Latin American Alm Series,
"Mississippi Mermaid." (French 1969), 3:30
p.m.• Gish Film Theater. Free.
Alm, "Dersu Uzala: {Japanese 1975). 8
p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Subtitles. Free.

'Garage sale' Feb. 15
Inventory management is having a
garage sale of used computers, miscellaneous computer related items, assorted
couches, chairs. dressers. end stands.
assorted bulk canned and boxed food
products and miscellaneous household
cleaning items. The sale will be held from
noon - 5 p.m. Tuesday (Feb. 15) in the
old art annex building, between E. Reed
St. and Frazee Ave.
University employees may charge but
need to contact the inventory management office prior to the day of sale to
obtain an authorization to charge fonn.
Cash or checks also will be accepted. For
more information, call 372-2121.

Register for seminar
The following computer seminars will
be offered during the month of March.
Please call 372-2911 to register.
·intro to DOS- (IBM) is scheduled from
9 am. - noon March 4 in 128 Hayes. This
seminar provides a basic orientation to
IBM personal computers and IBM's
operating system (DOS). Some hands
on_
·Getting Started on the Mac" will be
held from 1-4 p.m_ March 7 in 126 Hayes.
The session presents the word processing software package Microsoft Works,
including a primer on the Macintosh
Desktop and using the mouse. Hands on.
·Hands on oos· (IBM) is scheduled
from 9 am.-noon March 11 in 128 Hayes.
It will explain how to manage and operate
your IBM personal computer using DOS
commands. Attendance at "Intro to DOS"
is recommended. Hands on.
"Database Fundamentals" is set for 14 p.m. March 14 in 128 Hayes. It will
introduce students to relational database
design and include concepts such as file
components. field uses, data types,
indexing hard disk usage and relationship.
·Hypercartf' is scheduled from 1:304:30 p.m. March 15 in 126 Hayes. It will
discuss applications of HyperCard and
introduces the basic concepts necessary
to crea:2 and manage a HyperCard
stack. Prior Macintosh experience or
attendance at "Getting Started on the
Macin1osh" is recommended. Hands on_
For a complete list of other seminars
being offered, call the number listed
above .
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University gears
up for its biggest
open house ever

Board considers
hiring a consulting
firm to aid it in
presidential search
President Olscamp made it official
Feb. 11 that he indeed plans to retire in
June 1995. In response to the announcement, the Board of Trustees appointed a
subct>mmittee at its Feb. 11 meeting that
will investigate the possibility of hiring a
consulting firm to assist in the search for
a new president.
Members of the subcommittee are
trustees Ellen Connally, John Laskey and
Tom Noe. They will also "begin an
investigation of approaches to that
search," according to John Mahaney,
president of the board, which will include
input from the University's constituency
groups. The search process, which could
take more than a year, is expected to
cost approximately $100,000.
Olscamp became president of BGSU
in 1982. He originally intended to retire in
1994 but agreed to remain at the
University, at the board's request, to see
it through a state budget crisis that began
in 1991.
In other business at the meeting, the
trustees increased room and board rates
for the next year by 6.5 percent
Most of the funds generated by the
increase will go toward maintaining and
upgrading the residence halls. Board
members agreed to a $204 annual hike in
the room and board charges from the
current $3, 148 to $3,352 for the 1994-95
academic year_
The new standard room rate will be
$1,968, an increase of $128 over the
current charges. Most rooms on campus,
with the exception of those in Offenhauer
and Founders. faB into the standard room
rate category. The annual dotble
occupancy rate in Offenhauer will be
$2,492 and in Founders, $2,706.
Students will be offered a new housing
option next year called -super Singles.·
Approximately 150 double rooms wiD be
available to students as a single room_
Students selecting this option will pay an
additional 50 percent of the basic
standard room rate.
The yearly cost for the minimum meal
plan will rise by $76 from $1,308 to
$1,384.
In other action, the trustees increased
the mil'>..age reimbursement for employees traveling on University business in
their personal cars from 20 cents to 27
cents a mile. Bowling Green previously
had the lowest reimbursement rate of any
of the state universities. The new mileage
reimbursement is closer to the state
average. Also, reimbursement for in-state
and out-of-state meals and lodging
Continued on page 3 ·
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Bowling Green State University has
programs, services and facilities that rank
among the finest at any institution of
higher learning, yet there are many
people in the northwest Ohio community
who have never had the opportunity to
see or experience them.
All that will change on Sept. 24 when
the University will throw open its doors to
host the largest open house in its history.
"It is our intention to showcase as
many of the programs that make Bowling
Green such an important educational
resource in this part of the state as we
possibly
said Marcia Latta, director
of community relations. "It will be like a
huge fair and the greater the participation
of faculty, staff and students, the greater
the turnout will be from northwest
Ohioans.·
Planning for the day-long event has
already begun. Latta said each college
will be sponsoring four or five programs
that will be of in1erest to the public and
specialized groups. In addition, other
areas on campus will be putting their best
foot forward and nearly every campus
facility will be open for tours and/or

can:

Continued on page 3

University students Emily Shufeldt and Stephen C/an( heP third gradets at
Kenwood Elementary School explore the world of arr:mtecture through a nation. Mete program sponsored by the American Institute of Arr::hilecture Students.

Area scHoolkids learn about architecture
and create a purr-feet house for 'Socks'
Even if you caD a 132-rocm mansion home, it may not fit your lifestyle. If that's

~ prcblem facing the nation's first cat. ·socks; then Bowling Green elementary

school students and University design students are comil 19 to the rescue.
Third graders at Kenwood Elementary School U1 idertook a three weelt project to ·
design the perfect tmrne tor Chelsea Clinton's cat. They have been taught by
University students majoring in architectural and environmenlal design and who
are· members of the American Institute of An:hiteclure Students.
· SOphomore Ardy Maurer, vice president of AIAS, said the goal of the program
·Is to Introduce the younger studtin1s to architecture and what it means to be an
81 c:hitect.
~their first meeting, the young students had an opportunity to examine the
tools an architect l.!Se5 and the BGSU students presented a skit on what is
requked to design and construct a buting. The next week's session concentrated
on cats and pretanding to be a cat in order to dev6lop a list of features needed for
!he perfect cat sanctuary. And at the final session on Feb. 18, the students divided
into groups to complete the drawings.
Senior Emily Shufeldt. piesident of AIAS, said the final drawings will be mailed
to the Cintons. The project is part of a nationwide program spot isored by AIAS.
Classroom teachers for the third graders are Lora Jorrey and Vicki Smith. AlAS
adviser is Frank Bosworth, an assk'ant putessor of acti.ledure and environmen•~in the Co1egedTeaalOk>gy.

CSC developing
catastrophic leave
bank; discusses
parking guidelines
Many people worry about it What
happens if I come down with such a
serious illness or have a bad accident
that I miss so much work I run out of aB
vacation. sick leave and compensatory
leave? What wiU happen to me?
Classified Staff Council is in the
process of developing a program to give
classified s1aff some peace of mind. At its
Feb. 15 meeting, the council hoartl a
report from Randy King. ch."lir uf the
Personnel Welfare Committee, explaining
the details of the proposed Catastrophic
Leave Bank Program.
The concept of such a prograri' oS
nothing new - it is already in plaa. :;a1
some other Ohio institutions. What it
does is estabrlSh a pool of leave for
qualifying classified employees to draw
from when they have experienced a
catastrophic medical hardship. either
personally or by an immediate family
member, and have exhausted their own

Continued on pagtJ 3

